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Editor's Note: 
The staff of the Carroll Quarterly is presently 
accepting material for publication in the spring-
summer edition of this magazine. Any expository 
writing, short stories, poetry, etc., will be consid-
ered by the staff. In addition, the theme: "The 
Image of Man in America" is suggested to those 
interested in participating in the symposium of 
the same nome which will appear in the next 
issue . Any aspect of American life, past or pres-
ent, political, educational, literary, etc., may serve 
as subjects in this symposium. Those interested in 
participating are urged to do so immediately as 
the deadline for all material is April 11. 
Language and Linguistics 
by John L. Melton, Ph. D. 
The slim silver ship, carried on the rolls of the Ten·an Space 
Navy as the Mark VIII Patrol Survey Craft ZY-16147, but known 
to its three-man crew as "Little Rosebud," screeched down 
through the emerald skies of Alderban IV, and came to a neat 
and practiced landing in the precise center of a clearing in the 
beige and puce forest covering most of the major continent of 
that planet. 
For perhaps twenty minutes "Little Rosebud" sat, motion-
less to the casual glance, the only sound the descending whine of 
her geodynes running down. The beings who watched the ship 
from the shadows of the great scarlet ferns rimming the clear-
ing, though, were aware of small objects extruding here and there 
from openings in the otherwise smooth hull, twisting and turn-
ing about almost like the antenna of an insect. 
Then a door in the side of the vessel opened, and three men, 
dressed in the close-fitting dark gray uniforms of the navy 
stepped down onto the gravelly surface. For a moment, they 
looked about, seeing nothing but the silent forest. Then, from 
the edge of the clearing, a form slid silently out of the under-
growth. At the sight of its eight-foot bulk, covered with long 
greenish hair; its dozen of short legs padding rapidly across the 
ground; its six long tentacles armed with tooth-rimmed sucking 
discs; and its wide jaws lined with orange fangs, the men's hands 
dropped to the butts of their blas ters. 
"Steady!" ordered the "Little Rosebud's" captain, Comman-
der Hawk Carson, TS.l:\R. "We have no reason to suspect this 
creature of any evil designs." 
"Your leader is quite right," came a soft but clear voice. 
"I am Ixtlichochitl, Senior Counsellor of the Tlascalans, come to 
welcome you to Huitzilipchitl. Have no fear. We are a peace-
loving race." 
"Great Scott!" gasped Lieutenant Eric Ericson, the ship's 
navigator. "The beast speaks English!" 
" ot at all," returned Ensign Takamura, the ship's xenolo-
gist. "You will notice that its mouth is not moving. It is communi-
cating by thought alone. TV e have founcl a telepathic 1·ace." 
five 
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T HIS SORT of thing is found frequently in the pages of 
the less-sophisticated cience-fictions magazines. 1 o doubt 
it is essentially a convention developed to save the writer the 
trouble of developing the problem of communication, and is 
thus on a par with hyper-space, artificial gravity, energy 
shields, and all the other conventions familiar to readers of 
science-fiction. However, this particular idea of direct com-
munication by thought waves-telepathy-represent a mis-
taken, though very popular, idea about language, which was 
satirized as long ago as the early eighteenth century by Jona-
than Swift in Gulliver's Third Voyage. 
In the School of Languages of the Grand Academy of 
Laputa, Swift tells u , there was held the theory "that since 
Words are only Tames for Thiugs, it would be more conveni-
ent for all Men to carry about them, uch Things as were 
necessary to cxpre s the particular busine s they are to dis-
course on." Besides saving wear and tear on the vocal appa-
ratu , believe the scientists of Laputa, this would enable peo-
ple everywhere to conver e with equal facility; thus there 
would be no need to learn a number of languages. 
There is an obvious identity of principle between the 
"language" of the Laputian and that of the telepaths in the 
science-fiction cliche. Both assume that for ommunication 
the words used, being symbols of reality, could be done away 
with, resulting in far more accurate communication since 
reality is always more accurate than symbol. There is, of 
course, something in this notion, and certainly all of us who 
must face the problem of translation between languages wish 
profoundly that uch a y tern could be made workable. Un-
fortunately it cannot. Imagine, if you will, actually having the 
ability to project your thoughts directly into the mind of an-
other person. ow try to express to him your views on the 
subject of, say, the merits and faults of the present adminis-
tration-and do it without using any words whatever. You will 
see that besides the problem of visualizing abstract "things," 
and the probl m of representing relationships and non-con-
crete concepts, there is the ob. tacle of verbalization to be 
overcome. Thi "verbalization" is the symbolizing of concepts 
in our minds, by symbols ·which, if not always symbols like 
six 
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the words being used he1·e, are closely analagous to them. 
Such verbalization is apparently necessary to thought proc-
esses. It is possible io carry on a limited kind of communica-
tion without such verbalization, as indeed is done between 
animals; 1)erhaps even the kind of communication possible 
between two people completely unfamiliar with each other's 
language, carried on by acting out the icleas to be expressed, 
might be considered to belong to such non-verbal communi-
cation. But the communication achieved by such method. is 
obdously incomplete, inaccurate, and impractical. 
Our cience-fiction writer and the Lapuiians do, however, 
both recognize a very important truth about language, one 
which is too often missed even by those who arc most con-
cerned with language. Words are not things- or are things 
only in t he very limited sense that they are sounds or mark . 
Th re is a str ong tendency, unfortunately, for p ople to re-
gard words as being the things which the words represent. 
Thus we often feel that if we can give something a name we 
know that something. Or we feel that if something has been 
given a name it is identical with anything el e which has been 
given that name. On the one hand, for example, we might be 
having a certain pattern of physical reactions: headache, 
malaise, sore throat, backache, and running nose. We might 
then say we have a cold, and rest happy in the thought that 
we know what i occurring in our bodies. Or, on the other 
hand, a poli tical system might de cribe itself as democ-ratic. 
Since we are fami liar with our own political system, which 
also describes it elf a dernocmtic, we might assume that both 
political ystems are identical. Yet the symptoms might not 
be caused by a cold (and, for that matter, what is a cold?), 
and the two political systems might be very different indeed. 
One must be very careful about distinguishing between words 
and the realities or abstractions which they represent. 
We see, then, that words, or something like words, are 
nece sary to useful and efficient communication, but that they 
must always be recognized as symbols, not as things in them-
selves. This brings us to the question of how words do serve 
as the basic elements of communication. 
The fir t step in under tanding words, and through them 
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language, is to recognize the fact that words are not only sym-
bols, but symbols which have been accepted by a certain 
group as representing ideas and concepts which that group 
has found it desirable to communicate. Vocabulary, or the 
sum total of words used within the group, is of course very 
important. But equally important is the way in which the 
words, or the concepts represented by the words, are related. 
Thus not only the symbols, but the patterns of symbols, of 
language must be investigated. The science- or art, depend-
ing on one's point of view- of such investigation is linguis-
tics, and those who carry on the investigation are the lin-
gui ts. It might be mentioned here that the popular notion of 
the linguist as a man who knows many languages is -like 
most popular notions- rather erroneous. Linguistics is the 
the study of the mechanics of language, the study of how lan-
guage works; it does not necessarily involve the learning of 
languages and the ability to converse in them. 
With this firmly in mind we may now investigate lin-
guistics a little. The general divisions of methods of language 
communication seem a good place to begin. Basically, these 
methods may be divided into sensory and non-sensory meth-
ods. The non-sensory methods would include the telepathy 
already mentioned, as well as the kind of communication used 
in machines, which, while analogous to ensory communica-
tion between humans, is not strictly the same thing. In gen-
eral, linguistics concern itself today largely with the sen-
sory methods, though the non-sensory methods are becoming 
increa ingly important. 
Sensory method may be divided into ear-languages, eye-
languages, and other- en e-languages. The last are of little 
general importance to most people. They would involve such 
touch-languages as have been developed for those who have 
lost their sight, the Braille alphabet being the obvious exam-
ple, or for those ' 'vho have lost sight, sound, and hearing-
the education of Miss Helen Keller being perhaps the most 
famous example of a pure touch-language. A "nose-language" 
might conceivably exist as a means of communicating emo-
tions, but even though some information could be passed on 
by means of it, it could hardly be on a level above that of the 
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communication of animals and insects. The same could be true 
of a "taste-language," or o£ what might be called "kines-
thetic-language," which would affect the entire body- some-
things like subsonics, perhaps. 
Much more important, and in fact the basis of human 
language communication, is the ear-language, and it is with 
the spoken ear-language that most present-day linguists most 
concern themselves. The ear-languages naturally came very 
early in the history of men, and remain the most widespread 
means of direct communication within groups of people. They 
are all based upon certain combinations of sounds, the choice 
of sounds and the choice of combinations varying according 
to the group, each representing an idea, concept, or relation-
ship. With the exception of a few words such as our pop, 
bang, sizzle, and so on, which imitate sounds, the ear-lan-
guage bears no relation to the concepts it represents, thus plac-
ing itsel£ at the opposite pole from the language proposed by 
the Laputians academicians. All ear languages, by the way, 
are not necessarily spoken. The Morse code used in telegraphy 
and wireless communication, though based ultimately on the 
spoken language, is an example of a non-spoken ear-language. 
The third group is that of the eye-language. Most famil-
iar to us in this group is the printed word, like these you are 
1 eading. There are, however, many other forms of eye-lan-
guage. Perhaps the earliest of these is the true sign-language, 
which is not at all based on an ear-language, and may range 
from the simple gestures and facial expressions usually asso-
ciated with a spoken language to the extremely sophisticated 
sign-language of the Plains Indian, which served, like the 
Laputians' Things, as a medium which could convey highly 
complex ideas between peoples whose spoken language had 
little or nothing in common. In general, sign-languages belong 
in a category which we may call ?'epTesentational, since the 
tendency is to imitate in some way the concept to be con-
veyed. Early forms of writing usually fall into this same cate-
gory: for instance, the pictogTaphic writing of many primi-
tive people, where a morB or less conventionalized picture 
stands for the concept. 
From this, presumably, developed the other forms of 
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writing, uch as the hie1·oglyphics of ancient Egypt, the ·ideo-
gnlphs of China, and, ultimately, the various alphabets and 
syllabaTies used in many areas throughout the world. The 
alphabets and syllabaries, however, are too far from the pic-
tographs, and are used in much too different a manner, to 
be rewarded as representational. Indeed, even the hieroglyph-
ics nd ideographs are on the border line between the repre-
sentational and the second category, the non-npT sentational. 
The non-representational category is most familiar to u 
from our own Roman alphabet, but there are many other 
members of the class. In general, this form of writing is a 
phonetic representation of the spoken language, and with the 
exception of hieroglyphics and ideographs, which have already 
been noted as borderline cases, it is like the ear-language in 
that there is no direct relationship between the symbol and 
the concept for which the symbol tancls. In phonetic writ-
ing, the various symbols, or letters, indicate a certain sound, 
and their combinations show the entire sound-combination 
which r epresents a word in the spol<en language. 
Another sub-class in the non-repre entational category 
might be that of code , or symbols which are not conventional 
letters or characters, or which, though conventional characters 
or letter., are not used to repre, ent ound. These may be 
either phonetic or non-phonetic. Familiar examples of the 
phonetic would be the so-called "deaf-and-dumb" alphabet, 
which represents letters or combinations of letters through 
conventionalized motion of the hand , or the blinker system 
used to communicate between ships . Examples of the non-
phonetic code might be the quipu, or knotted string, of the 
Inca and the ancient Chine e, used more as a device to stir 
the memory than as an actual wri ting form . ... 1any mathemati-
cal symbols would also belong in this category. 
We are all familia r with our own non-repre entational pho-
netic eye-language, but it may be helpful to see how other kind 
of eye-languages work. In Egyptian, for example, the word we 
know as Pha1·aoh, or "ruler," would have been written at an 
early period in hieroglyphic as 1 Q ~ & ~ · 
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The pictographic derivatives are clear here in the seated man 
with a beard and cap, perhaps less obviously in the sandal 
strap next to this sign, which later developed into the f 
the ankh or c1·ux ansata of mystical symbolism. The hiero-
glyphics here are not, however, really representational, but 
are at least partially phonetic, and the whole word may be 
transcribed as peTso snh wz, snb, the pe"r·so part representing 
the phamoh. The hieroglyphic writing is very decorative, but 
not very practical for ordinary purposes, and the form of the 
word shown here developed, in the popular script know as 
demotic, into L --tLj I 1 ((, a form which resembles the hie-
roglyphics very little, but is clearly much simpler and faster 
to write. 
Much the same process of simplification and convention-
alization takes place in China, though there the phonetic as-
pects of a symbol are of at best secondary importance and in 
general play no part at all. For example, the modern Chinese 
word for bi1·d is written ~ . This is actually a pictorial 
FJ 
character, as we know from a very much earlier form~ 
This is clearly a stylized form, like the Egyptian hieroglyph-
ics, of something like~. The resemblance to a bird is 
clear. Here we see the actual picture of the thing represented, 
used as the eye-language form. The ear-language form of to-
day, in China, varies greatly from one region to another. In 
the Mandarin dialect, however, which is the standard lan-
guage, the sound representing the same idea as the character 
is niao (pronounced rather like nyow ), which has no direct 
connection with the written character. In Chinese one must 
simply memorize the pronunciation in the ear-language of 
the concept represented by the character in the eye-language. 
There is no phonetic connection in this instance, nor in the 
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great majority of Chinese words. 
For a third example we may take the Aztec word tena, 
which means "stone." This was written ~, a stylized rep-
resentation of a stone. Another Aztec word was nochtli, which 
means "nopal cactus." This was written .. , a sty!· 
ized representation of that plant. But when the cactus was 
put on top of the stone, to form the sign • , the new 
combination was pronounced Tenocht-itlan, and was the Aztec 
sign for what is now Mexico City. This is a kind of "rebus" 
writing, like that we see in children's books and games, and 
no doubt would have led to actual phonetic writing had it not 
been for the Conquest. 
There are many ways of expressing the relationships 
between eye- and ear-languages besides those mentioned above, 
and there are very many more languages, in the usual sense 
of the word- which implies the organized body of word:;, 
and the methods of combining these words, peculiar to a cer-
tain group of people. Linguists have determined that certain 
family relationships exist within the languages spoken now 
and in the past, and have divided them into various families, 
sub-families, groups, and sub-groups. Our English, for exam-
ple, may be classified as a member of the Low German sub-
group of the West Germanic group of the Germanic sub-
family of the Western division of the Indo-European family 
of languages. Such categories are based upon resemblances 
in vocabulary, syntax, grammatical patterns, and thought pat-
terns within the languages. All languages within one family 
are presumably descended from a single primitive language 
(and it might be mentioned here that- again contrary to the 
popular notion- "primitive" languages tend to be consider-
ably more complex than "modern" languages). Thus there 
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was once a group of nomadic people, horsemen who herded 
cattle, hunted and fished, somewhere in the area where Ger-
many is today, who spoke what we today call Indo-European. 
The group expanded, one branch remaining in Europe, the 
other moving into Asia. One part of the European branch 
stayed in and around Germany, while others moved into 
France, England, Spain, Greece, and other places in Europe. 
The Germanic group then expanded into the North and East. 
The northern groups became the Scandinavians, the eastern 
the Goths . The West Germans then broke up again, some re-
maining in Germany and others moving into the Low Coun-
tries. Again the latter group broke up, and one branch crossed 
the Channel into England where they became the Anglo-Sax-
ons and spoke Old English . This Old English, modified by 
the French-speaking ormans, became Middle English, and 
has now become Modern English . 
Generally speaking, all the languages in a single lin-
guistic family have a portion of their vocabulary in common-
the words which the people had before they began to split up, 
and which were retained as useful in their new surroundings 
-though many changes haYe occurred in the pronunciation of 
the words. This may be illustrated by taking a concept com-
mon to all men, the sun, and seeing what has been done with 
the words representing the concept. 
In Modern English the ·word, naturally, is sun. In Mid-
dle English it was sunne (sunuh), in Old Engli h sonne 
(sawnuh). In Dutch we find zon (zone), in German sonne 
(zone-uh). In the East Germanic Gothic, the word was sunno 
(soonoh). These words are all quite clearly similar. A some-
what different form is found in some of the other Western 
Indo-European languages. The Latin word is sol (whence also 
our Sol, sola1·, solstice, etc.), and the languages descending 
from Latin use a somewhat similar form: French is soleil, 
Spanish sol, Italian sole, and Rumanian soa1·e. The Eastern 
Indo-European languages also use a similar word. In the 
ancient languages we find the A vestan xvan and the Sanskrit 
suT-ya; in the modern languages we find the Russian sohlntseh 
and the Serbo-Croatian sunce. 
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All these words naturally were not written in the same 
alphabet. Sanskrit, for example, would be written~ 
and the Russian C OJ! H u_e. Like the Roman, the Sans-
krit and Russian (or Cyrillic) alphabets are non-representa-
tional and phonetic. In other languages, the word for sun dif-
fers both in appearance and in sound. In ancient Egyptian, the 
concept is represented by the symbol 8 , pronounced R' 
(ray). In modern Chinese, the symbol is GJ , transcribed 
in Mandarin pronunciation a jih and pronounced something 
like Tee. This character, by the way, was originally written 
8 , exactly like the Egyptian hieroglyph. We see here an 
interesting coincidence, or possibly connection, of sight and 
I 
• 
sound symbols for the same concept in widely-separated areas . 7 
Actually, of course, the concept is universal, the sight symbol 
an obvious one, and the ancient Chinese sound for 8 wa 
not pronounced jih, hence the single character does not prove 
a connection between Chine e and Egyptian, though one may 
have existed . • . 
In Hebrew the word for sun i W J1 'li.J , pronounced . . . . . . 
shem,esh. In Japanese the symbol most often used is the 
ideograph 8 , as in Chine e. Thi is because the Japanese 
learned their writing originally from the Chine e, thus the 
two languages have much of their eye-language in common. 
However, here the eye-language is representational and non-
phonetic, and the ear-languages of Chinese and Japanese are 
very different. In Japan, GJ may be pronounced as nichi, 
jitsu, hi or ni, depending on the context (the i is here pro-
nounced as in machine.) Also, in Japane e, the concept may be 
written phonetically, since the Japanese also possess a native 
non-representational phonetic writing used instead of or in 
fourteen 
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conjunction with the Chinese ideographs. Moreover, they also 
use the same alphabet we do, at time . Thus for the single 
concept represented in English by sun, the Japanese could 
have any of the following: jitsu, nichi, hi, ni, I_, - ,•/'•'J 
~ ,-, ;/, 
= 7, k, , 1J , \.::. "::), fc..,:!) , In practice, only G.J 
is much used, the other forms are not often found. 
In America there were many words for sun, since there 
\vere even more languages than in Europe. Two examples will 
suffice: the Tlingit word was uAga'n (a little like r;ahGAHN, 
the Kwakiutl word L!e' -Ela (a little like LAY' ella). either 
the Tlingits nor the Kwakiutl had any kind of writing; the 
forms here are strictly the ear-language. You will note how 
different the two words are, yet the Tlingits and the Kwakiutl 
were near neighbors on the orth Pacific Coast. Old Avestan 
xvan and Modern English sun, though separated by a thou-
sand years and a thousand miles, are much more nearly alike. 
So much for vocabulary. We may now see a little of how 
the words are combined into patterns in order to express and 
communicate ideas . There a re two basic approaches to this. 
One- apparently the older, since all languages show signs 
of having followed this pattern at one time- is that of chang-
ing the word in some way to indicate its relationship to the 
other words and to the idea to be communicated . Engli h still 
makes use of one form of this device, inflection, largely in pro-
nouns and verbs, though to some extent in nouns (the plural 
-.·, for instance), adjectives and adverbs. Other Indo-Euro-
pean languages do this to a much greater extent, and both 
Middle English and Old English were increasingly inflected . 
The other approach is that of word or der; that is, of in-
dicating the relation hips by the position of the words in the 
pattern. "Brutu killed Caesar," for instance, is something 
very different from "Caesar killed Brutus," though the •vords 
themselves have not been changed. On the other hand, in a 
highly inflected language , uch as Latin, one can express the 
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same idea with equal accuracy by either Brutus Caesa1·em 
interfecit, or Caesa1·em Brutus interfecit. In English word 
order is very important, though not quite so important as in 
literary Chinese, where there is practically no "grammar" at 
all, word order entirely being used to indicate the relation-
ship between words. 
The preceding may suggest that if the words are modi-
fied in any way, the process is always that of inflection. This 
is not so. True, inflection, the method in which the words in 
a sentence are modified according to the formal part played 
by the word in the logical structure of the sentence, is the 
device used in the Indo-European languages, thus is most 
familiar to us. There are two other ways, however. The Ural-
Altaic languages, such as Finnish, Turkish, Mongol, or Hun-
garian, have a stem which remains unchanged, but which is 
modified by attaching formative elements to show the rela-
tionship between the word and the conceptual structure of 
the sentence. The other method is that used in many Ameri-
can language , that of amalgamating a number of ideas into 
a single word. For example we might note the Eskimo word 
takusa?·iartontmagalua?·nerpa. To express the concept of this 
single word in English, we would have to say "Do you think 
he really intends to go look after it?" Clearly, it would be a 
little hard to classify takusa?·ia1·to1·umagalum·ne1·pa according 
to our familiar parts of speech, or by any of the terminology 
of our textbooks of grammar. This become increasingly true, 
as a matter of fact, as we move away from the Latin and 
Greek which our grammatical system was originally devised 
to described. Even in English there are some problems in ex-
plaining certain elements of the language, and as one moves 
out of Indo-European, the problems increase rapidly. In some 
languages, indeed, for instance the Arunta of Au tralia, even 
such a basic- to us- distinction as that between nouns and 
verbs is not always present. 
The linguist, therefore, must be prepared not only to 
recognize that different peoples use different words to eA.1Jress 
the same concept, and that they put these words togther in 
different ways; he must also be prepared to recognize and 
understand a completely different way of looking at the uni-
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verse, and at the relationships between the things of the uni-
verse. 
Both the humanities and the sciences owe much to lin-
guistics. Its contributions to the study of history are obvious, 
for it has opened up to the historian the writings of such 
vanished people as the ancient Egyptians, Assyrians, and even 
Greeks (for only within the past few years have the scripts 
known as Linear been deciphered). Likewise, it has provided 
the historian with much valuable information on the life, cul-
ture, and geographical locations of such pre-literate peoples 
as the ancient Indo-Europeans. Linguistics is important to 
literature, too; partly as it is an aid to the translator, but 
more importantly as it opens up the way to clearer under-
standing of the purposes, techniques, and effect of literary 
works. In the sciences, the social sciences are perhaps most 
directly affected by linguistics, particularly anthropology, 
since in addition to the knowledge already mentioned in con-
nection with history, linguistics gives the anthropologists an 
insight into the thought processes of a people which could be 
obtained in no other way. The contributions to the natural 
sciences are less obvious, though even here it seems probable 
that the better understanding of alien ways of observing and 
relating natural phenomena, available through the study of 
language, could be of immense value to the theoretical scien-
tist. 
But it may seem to the applied scientist or technician that 
linguistics is a purely descriptive science, capable at best of 
a kind of vague, cloudy, abstract value as a theory of dis-
cipline. ot so. Perhaps the most important work now being 
done in linguistics at the moment is the opening up to the 
applied scientists or technicians of the enormous mass of tech-
nical literature produced in many languages throughout the 
world. This effort is being made in two directions . The first 
of these is simply making the material in one language avail-
able to those who know the language. There is far too much 
technical literature in practically every field for any one man 
to make effective use of it, let alone to become familiar with 
it. Thus much research must be performed over and over, at 
great expense and waste of time, and much of the results 
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even of thi repeated research are allowed to go to waste, 
simply becau e the proper people do not know that it has 
been done. 
ow, through the efforts of linguists combined with those 
of documentationalists and electronic experts a well as other 
scienti ts, techniques have been developed, u ing a combina-
tion of linguistic and mechanical proces es, which enables 
machines to search the body of technical literature rapidly, 
accurately, and completely, making correlations, determining 
relation hips, and so on, in order to determine what the ac-
tual state of knowledge is in respect to any technical or sci-
entifrc problems. Perhaps the most advanced work in this field 
is now being carried on at the Center for Documentation and 
Communications Research at ·western Reserve University 
here in Cleveland. Here a machine is already in operation for 
searching metallurgical literature, while techniques for han-
dling electronics, meteorology, medicine, and law are also 
being developed. 
The econd direction is that of mechanical translation. 
Be. ides the great quantity of technical literature there is an 
added problem that it i written in a numbe1· of different lan-
guages . Fortunately technical literature of importance is 
found in only a tiny fraction of the number of languages 
which exist; nevertheless, few if any people cou ld learn even 
this fraction. Thus t he literature must be tran lated . But 
there are not enough human translators to keep up with any 
important amount of the literature, thus much information 
is inevitably lost. An excellent example of this is the great 
astonishment with which the succe sful launching of the first 
Sputnik was greeted in this country, even though much infor-
mation- in Russian- was readi ly avai lable, and had been 
available for some time. 
Many linguists throughout the world are now working 
on thi problem in an attempt to analyze language to the de-
gree that a tran lation from one language to another can be 
performed rapidly by machine. Often the newspapers carry 
exaggerated tories of how one machine or another can per-
form thi s operation . Actually, it is not as easy as it would 
seem, for, as we have pointed out above, t r anslation is not 
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simply a matter of putting down in one language the sym-
bol for a concept which was represented by a different sym-
bol in another language. A simple "dictionary-look up" is quite 
within the capacity of many modern machines, but for real 
translation not only the basic symbols but the ways in which 
the words or symbols are constructed, the ways in which 
they are put together, the ways in which the relationships 
between them are expressed, even the ways in which differ-
ent peoples see the universe- all these must be taken into 
consideration. 
It seems improbable that machines will ever be able to 
give a good literary translation of a work of art- a poem, 
a short story, a novel. But already means have been discov-
ered through which ideas expressed in one language, so long 
as they deal with a technology in which the "realities" are 
the same for all, can be expressed accurately and comprehen-
sibly in another language, using machines alone. This itself 
would obviate such surprises as that of the Sputnik. And it 
is easy to foresee that in the near future it will be possible 
to program a machine to search the whole body of the world's 
technical literature for any desired information, and to ob-
tain that information almost immediately in any language 
desired . 
This last effort of linguists seems almost to bring us back 
to the world of science-fiction suggested at the beginning of 
this discussion. But, like much science-fiction, it is fiction only 
at the moment, and is well on its way to becoming accom-
plished fact. 
We see, then, that language is no simple thing, but a 
highly complex and variable combination of symbolic patterns, 
expressed in almost innumerable ways. Linguistics is not sim-
ply an extension of the grammar classes of childhood, nor of 
our Spanish, Latin, or German classes of high school and col-
lege, but a most useful science, looking forward as well as 
back. And the linguist is not simply a translator or gram-
marian, but someone closely concerned with the understand-
ing and advancement of mankind. 
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I Wish I Could Do More 
by John Kurtz 
A S ARTHUR vainly attempted to push his way through 
the crowd, he remembered a promise he had made him-
self a year ago. "Never again will I be forced to go Christmas 
shopping with my wife." Yet, here he found himself once 
again, on the fourth floor of Macy's, Flora eagerly pulling on 
his arm. 
"Follow me, dear," she commanded. "I think I've spotted 
the lingerie counter over by that elevator." 
"Damn," he muttered. "I knew she wouldn't miss that 
counter." 
For as long as he could remember, Arthur was never 
allowed to shop alone. Every year at this time Flora would 
find some excuse to accompany him on his shopping tour. 
There was always that last little gift she had to buy and he 
never could see the point in arguing. Now, through force of 
habit, he obeyed her command and meekly followed her down 
an aisle. 
It could not have been more than fifty feet to the counter, 
but the surrounding crowds had transformed the area into a 
veritable obstacle course. Amidst the blows of packages and 
shoppers, Arthur walked rather unsteadily behind his wife. 
When they reached the counter he spotted a chair and, sigh-
ing with relief, dropped into it. It did not surprise him greatly 
to look up and see Flora calmly talking to the salesgirl. He 
always believed she had a hidden strength to cope with just 
such a situation. 
"Dear, do you think Aunt Agatha would like this black 
negligee?" she queried. 
Arthur managed a faint "uh-huh," knowing full well she 
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would buy the negligee regardless of his reply. Actually, he 
was far from caring, for all he could see was the elevator and 
an exit from this madhouse. 
As Flora completed her purchase, she took the package 
from the salesgirl and thrust it into Arlhur's arms. 
"Look Arthur," she cried. "We can catch that elevator if 
we hurry." 
Arthur was somewhat startled by her outburst, yet he 
rose qu ickly from his chair and followed her to the elevator. 
Fortunately the car was only half-filled. 
"Step ta da rear of da car," bade the operator. 
Arthur gladly obeyed his command and he and Flora 
readied themselves for their short journey downward. The 
double, iron doors closed swiftly and the car began its descent. 
"Try not to crush those small packages, Arthur," Flora 
implored. "There are tree ornaments in it." 
He did not even attempt to answer this time, for he had 
turned his attention to the floor numbers above the door. As 
the car descended a light would come on announcing each floor. 
Arthur watched as the third floor light illuminated and then 
quickly darkened. He watched as the second floor light re-
peated this procedure. Closing his eyes, he pictured the last 
light coming on and the doors opening onto the main floor. 
Yet, he never completed this picture, for the car suddenly 
jolted sideways and stopped. In the next second he could feel 
himself being thrown from one side of the car into the midst 
of passengers and packages. Falling to the floor, he could see 
that he had crushed most of the packages he had been hold-
ing. Flora had caught hold of the handrail but she had lost 
her footing and was now looking rather ridiculous sitting on 
the floor, one hand still attached to the handrail above her. 
Immediately a feeling of anger spread throughout the 
car, but as the operator vainly tried to set it in motion again, 
indignation turned to fear. 
"Don't worry folks," the operator assured. "We'll have 
da trouble fixed in a jiffy." 
Arthur was standing again . He stumbled through the 
mutilated packages to where Flora had fallen . Looking into 
her face he saw that she was not the same woman he had 
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been shopping with earlier. She had lost her calm self-posses-
sion and was shaking uncontrollably. 
"A- Are you hurt, Flora?" he asked worriedly. 
" o !" she replied. 
Arthur tried to reassure her. "Don't worry, dear; I don't 
believe we're in any real danger." 
"H-How would you know?" she countered nervously. 
It was fairly obvious to Arthur that his wife did not need 
him, even at a crucial time like this. Consequently, he looked 
to see what he could do for the other passengers. What he saw 
astonished him. 
One woman, unmindful of a cut on her head, was attempt-
ing to comfort two frightened children. An elderly man, vis-
ibly shaken by the ordeal, was con oling an equally distraught 
young woman. The operator, while attempting to repair the 
damage, half-heartedly told a few jokes. 
Arthur could not believe it. 
"How can people be so savage one minute and so tender 
the next?" he thought. 
He was puzzled, yet, he seemed to be losing his look of 
fatigue. He was almost smiling as he wondered, "What can I 
do to help?" 
Glancing at the packages scattered on the floor, Arthur 
saw that there was something he could do. He knelt down and 
began gathering the packages into his arms. It would be a 
difficult task to return them to their owners for the floor was 
a mass of crumpled paper and torn ribbon. Yet, he worked 
diligently. Approaching an elderly woman who had not quite 
recovered from the shock, he offered help in finding her pack-
ages. 
"Thank you," she acknowledged gratefully." 
"I wish I could do more," Arthur replied. 
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The length of time, to be compa re d, 
Is nothing more or less 
But a drop of love from a n ete rnal spout 
That runs to - who knows wh ere ? 
There is no thought or word to show 
A space without a time 
This place of unimaginable depth 
Will capture all our minds. 
There is no length, width, or height 
That possesses in itself 
God's own mystery of eternal life 
That is placed within Himself. 
- Dennis Dura 
II 
My mind has done a sacred thing, 
Its thought of life and God supreme 
The Intellect and Will of life 
Have given meaning to my plight. 
The thoughts of love and hatred shown 
Can let me live though ages flow 
My heart and soul, all things composed, 
Shall lead me to my end unknown. 
- Dennis Dura 
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Portrait of a Seabee 
by Henry F. Birkenhauer, S. J. 
H IS AME vvas James E. Lynsky, BUC-the initials stood 
for Builder, Chief Petty Officer. He stood five feet ten in 
his "boondoggles," lean, wiry, bearded. He was the first chief 
-the senior non-commissioned officer- of the seabees (naval 
construction battalion) at Wilkes Station. Antarctica. He was 
a man I shall never forget. 
My introduction to Lynsky came when I broke the first 
rule of the services, " ever volunteer." I volunteered for car-
penter work when our equipment and supplies had been loaded 
on the gravel of the antarctic beach. It didn't take him long 
to put a saw in my hand. For a man who had been a carpen-
ter all his life, he had remarkable teaching gifts. He left no 
doubt in a pupil's mind exactly what should be done, yet he 
knew how to let a man finish a job by himself. 
Jim Lynsky had a language all his own. He never told 
you to ease a beam into place-you always "oozed" it. His 
favorite remark when we had driven in screws without the 
help of a crewdriver wa , "They'll never see this job from 
the Pentagon." 
The man was an artist. He took the design of I H S off 
the vestment I wore, multiplied each dimension by two, laid 
out the pattern on plywood. Using only a circular saw and a 
file, he fashioned an ornament for the altar table that was 
imple, devotional, beautiful. The altar was his pride. Tim-
bers, spare lumber, tent poles (which I charitably assumed 
had been discarded) were cut, anded, stained or enameled. 
The entire chapel was built of material which Lynsky had 
"found." It would have been a breach of the unwritten code 
of the Seabees to ask him where. When I slyly suggested that 
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the chapel be named for St. Dismas, the good thief, no one 
objected. 
During the long afternoons when the sun had set at two 
or three o'clock, Lynsky and I would trade stories. Never a 
day passed but he had some tale about his "fabulous Rose." 
The man loved his wife and five children, and the one mys-
tery I never solved was how he could have volunteered for 
Antarctica. 
One night someone forgot to turn down a thermostat. At 
1:30 in the morning, the entire camp was turned out to answer 
the fire alarm. The blaze was in the carpenter shop, Lynsky's 
pride. Handsome sea chests that he had made for the return 
trip were stained with smoke and extinguishing powder; tools 
were encrusted with grime; when the fire had been put out 
after a vigorous battle of an hour, he remained all night, 
securing what could be saved. Somehow, too, all the sea chests 
that had been promised were delivered before the ship came 
to relieve us. 
The penguins were his pride and joy. Every Sunday after-
noon we would visit one of the rookeries. Approaching a nest 
Lynsky would ask a beady-eyed hen, "Madam, may I interest 
you in a subscription to Good H ouselceeping ?" The litter 
around the nest proved that she could have used a few helpful 
hints, but the shake of a penguin's head was the inevitable an-
swer. We would walk between the nests, not touching the birds 
at all. Taking fright, the males, who were about the height of 
our knees, would drive us away. They would peck at our shins 
with their beaks and hit us with their flippers. Once we were 
across the rookery area, we had the Pied Piper feeling that 
we had led some 1,500 males from their proper domicile. 
Truly, their eyesight is so poor that they could not find their 
right nests and were bounced back and forth by the females 
like billiard balls or atoms in the molecular theory of matter. 
Lynsky and I would stand at the edge of the rookery, 
waiting for the laws of probability to assert themselves. First 
one, then another, then another penguin would find the right 
mate, comfortably slipping home amid the squawks of the 
other misplaced males. About twenty minutes were normally 
required for peace and order to be restored- and, when every 
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single male penguin wa cooing at his mate, Lynsky and I 
would walk through the rookery and start the whole disturb-
anve over again. 
Our stay in the Antarctic ended- as all journeys do. 
Lynsky is now on Guam, "oozing" plywood into place, mak-
ing leather ouvenirs for his "fabulous Rose," and promising 
me that if he ever gets to Cleveland he will rise in the middle 
of my lecture and give his version of our southern sojourn. 
I sincerely hope he does- his tales are far more interesting 
than the truth. 
Progress 
Mankind mass-produced and packaged into cities, 
A creature far removed from his beginnings. 
He thwarts majestic rivers in their paths 
To fuel a million walled-up suns 
And push his leafy sustenence through the soil, 
Profanes meadows with lethal pavement, 
Urging the hurrying hordes to annihilation . 
And who is left in all this boxed-in crowd 
To mourn the meadows, weep for the rivers? 
What men still ftnd it good 
To clasp hands with the sun arriving 
And wave at it departing, 
Breathing in with sense and then with soul 
The grande ur of its entrances and exits? 
Unwrap your senses, Infant Man, 
Embrace again the earth that nurses you . 
-John Kenny 
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The Conflict • King Lear 
by Peter Brooks 
I N King Lear there seems to be a natural tendency on the 
part of the reader to idealize Cordelia. Becau e Lear dem-
onstrates a hideous rashness in disowning Cordelia and exil-
ing Kent, we attribute blindly the instigation of his anger to 
his character. The more, however, we understand Lear the 
stronger is our suspicion that some spaTk was required to 
ignite his choleric temper. We must be careful not to judge 
Cordelia's speech merely in the light of what Lear does fol-
lowing it. This is in no way intended to excuse, absolve, or 
forgive Lear's actions. The reader must agree with Kent's 
indignation and the sisters' surprise. But these characters 
are judging Lear and not Cordelia; the sisters realize Cor-
delia has done nothing to deserve this anger and Kent is 
rightly attempting to stop his King's folly. That Lear is posi-
tively unjust, ignorant and imprudent is a fact beyond dispute. 
As the play opens Gloucester tells us that the division of 
the kingdom is already a fact. Lear enters with pomp and 
ceremony followed by Cornwall, Albany, Goneril, Regan, Cor-
delia and an impressive and gay court. (We would do well 
to remember that a wedding was expected to occur shortly.) 
Lear himself is a proud, kingly old men; not vicious or mean, 
but, still, of a choleric temperament. He is quick to anger and 
once aroused, a lion of a man. Much of Lear's pride is rooted 
in the affection shown him by his daughters. Here, he is show-
ing them off to the entire court in one last flourish before 
abdication . Lear is looking for the affection and respect that 
age demands . More than love, Lear wants respect. He de-
mands it as a proud man and requires it as a king. Goneril 
and Regan's expressions of love are hypocritical as we only 
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too well see as the play continues; but both perform in the 
spirit that Lear desires. Lear is not concerned with truth, 
but only with flattery. Lear is playing a huge and satisfying 
game that Goneril and Regan participate in only too well. 
But Cordelia cannot play. There is a curious tone to the lines, 
"since I am sure my love's more ponderous than my tongue." 
It indicates Cordelia's disapproval of the game and her sis-
ters' participation in it, and also indicates a dislike for her 
sisters. When Lear finally calls on Cordelia the reader expects 
a change. The reader expects a plain, simple speech, but one 
whose simplicity will be moving. We can find no fault with 
Cordelia's speech except that she cannot refrain from 
piquing Regan and Goneril with: "Why have my sisters hus-
bands, if they say they love you." There is a strictness and 
deliberate restraint in Cordelia's speech. The remark about 
her sisters is, although true, cold and uncalled for in the pres-
ence of an assembled court. It shows us the tone of voice 
that Cordelia was using. The remark is not isolated in a 
speech of warmness, directness, and truth. It is the keynote. 
Cordelia's speech is not, on the surface, an answer to Lear; 
it is an attack on Regan and Goneril. Cordelia certainly is 
not snide; the insult is not covered by a smiling or innocent 
face. We do not doubt Cordelia's love for Lear, but it is tem-
porarily eclipsed by her disgust at the flowery hyprocrisy of 
her sisters and a refusal to participate in the ceremony that 
Lear unfortunately desires . It is important to keep in mind 
that we are not accusing Cordelia or excusing Lear; but com-
mon logic demands that we look for a spark that should set 
afire the tinder-box of Lear's temper . The spark must be in 
the general attitude and tone of Cordelia's voice. Cordelia is a 
strong and independent character. When we hear her speech 
we immediately feel a respect for her that we also saw briefly 
in Desdemona, when Desdemona disobeyed her father in mar-
rying Othello. But in Desdemona we see disobedience only as 
an expression of love for Othello and not as a mark of char-
acter. Desdemona is not a strong and independent character; 
her boldness is not the important aspect of her makeup. On 
the other hand, Cordelia's boldness is sustained throughout the 
play and is a mark or deliberate quality of her personality. 
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Desdemona spoke softly and in the hope of making her father, 
Brabantio, understand her position. Cordelia is angry and, 
although it is a just anger, Lear is only aware of her cold 
tone of voice. 
The conflict which results is due basically to a misunder-
standing. It is a misunderstanding of what constitutes love. 
To Lear love is ostentatious. He is used to ceremony and giv-
ing on a material level as an expression of his love, and grad-
ually has grown to confuse love with its expression. To Cor-
delia love cannot be displayed and put up for admiration. 
Lear cannot understand Cordelia's type of love. He is mysti-
fied and his pride causes his anger which points at what he is 
unable to comprehend. Lear is attracted to Cordelia because 
he senses in her a genuine love and admirable strength, but 
he does not 1·ecognize it. He does not know precisely that 
those qualities of genuinity and pride are what draw his love 
to Cordelia more than to Regan and Goneril, who lack both. 
He shouts out, "I loved her most .. . " The fact that Goneril 
and Regan played up to Lear's ostentatious and artificial love 
by obsequious flattery indicates something about their 
characters. But even more important, their weakness by so 
participating in Lear's foolish desire for flattery sets off the 
figure of Cordelia in all of her boldness, strength, and depth. 
There is an important difference in the opinion of love held 
by Cordelia and Lear that throws light on Lear's reversal. 
Lear's love is rooted in generous grandeur and expected grati-
tude. Cordelia views love with simplicity and quiet accept-
ance. Cordelia cannot share in the sycophantic insincerity o£ 
her sisters' flattery, and is also "hurt" that Lear cannot see 
love as she does. Neither Lear nor Cordelia express thei r con-
ception of love precisely, but both hint at them. Lear indi-
actes his amazement at Cordelia's reply when he repeats, 
"Nothing ?" He even chides her to "speak again." But Cor-
delia cannot sacrifice her conviction of what love really is 
by participating in Lear's game and she will not lower herself 
to Regan and Goneril's fawning level. It is a tribute to her 
self-respect and strength of character that she does not. Cor-
delia's love is not ceremonious; it is quiet. "Love and be s ilent." 
The most striking sample of what love means to Lear comes 
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in Act III sc., iv. He says to Goneril, "I'll go with thee. Thy 
fifty yet doth double five and twenty. And thou art twice her 
love." Even here he still persists in measuring love by a mate-
rial level. He cries out in desperation, "I gave you all-" 
vVhat follows is crucial. "Oh, reason not the need. Our basest 
beggars are in the poorest thing superfluous. Allow not nature 
more than nature needs." At this moment Lear needs more 
than dignity or patience; he needs love. Possessions are unnec-
essary, but love is not. Dignity, respect, and plea ant decep-
tion can no longer substitute for genuine love. At this par-
ticular point Lear is starkly faced with the innate inadequacy 
of his "lower level" of love. He is being forced to acknowl-
edge that what he received a king is quite different from 
what he receives as a per on and in particular as a father. 
He is forced to distinguish between love for a king and love 
for a father. Goneril and Regan loved the king, but not the 
father. Cordelia loved the father. We could trace the gradual 
change in Lear's appreciation of love, but it is more strik-
ing if we deal immediately with the culmination of Lear's 
reversal. In Act V, scene iii, Lear expresses a new type of 
love. Cordelia says, "for thee, oppressed King, am I cast 
down." But Lear tarts with, "No, no, no, no!" He shows 
that he no longer needs or de ires to be king. He has found 
something superior to the artificial love received as royalty. 
He desires now, not a hundred knights or fifty or even one. 
He desires only the companionship and genuineness of Cor-
delia's love. "Come, let's away to prison . We two alone will 
ing like birds in the cage." Lear is emphatic in declining 
ostentatious respect. He abandons completely his earth-bound 
type of love and ascends to Cordelia's spiritual love. 
The use of Lear's speech in Act V is often subject to criti-
cism on the basis of Lear's insanity. The entire thesis re-
volves on two delicately balanced premises. Cordelia is angry 
and cold in her speech. The rea on for her coolness is moti-
vated by two conditions. First, she is disgusted with her sisters' 
insincerity, and, second, she is faced with a conflict due to a 
divergence of opinion with Lear about the nature of love. l 
Hence, we are attributing a dual motivation for Cordelia's 
speech. In supposing that Lear's love is substantially differ-
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ent from Cordelia's, we are faced with a problem in deciding 
to what degree his concept of love is merely a re ult of his 
being a king and what part is attributable only to his char-
acter. Lear is a man in a new and unfamiliar world after his 
abdication . If Cordelia' speech is sweet, genteel, and com-
pletely sincere, l1ow do we account for her remark about the 
sisters? Could Kent be capable of letting Lear's injustice go 
by? Does this fact necessarily prove Cordelia is not angry or 
cold? Why must Goneril's and Regan's surprise at the sever-
ity of his anger indicate Cordelia was not justly angry and 
cool? Why do they not mention her insult? 
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Come with me to Stone henge! 
mossy green wetness in d eath throes of day, 
a burning moon 
smiling with a pock-marked face, 
e choing fiercely the throb of Druid Drums. 
shades part in the night, 
swimming Fogs of Fear outgrown; 
this the dark revives. 
greedily the stones re member blood in rivulets-
But gods are dead and trampled in the sod. 
Anton B. Peter 
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Salvatore Quasimodo: 
An Appraisal 
by Lena Coiro 
T HE A T OUNCEME Twas released. The Nobel Prize for 
literature had been awarded to a poet with the enigmatical 
name of Salvatore Quasimodo. And the world wa stunned. In 
frenzy, critics cried out, "Leftist!" Consternation rose with the 
question, "Can anything good come out of Italy?" 
_ o conclusive answer was ever given to either the accu-
sation or the question, for, outside of Europe, little, if any-
thing, is known of this man and his work. Here was Italian 
literature pushing itself forcibly into the public eye, and al-
mo t everyone was caught off-guard . 
The perpetrator of all the confusion was born August 20, 
1901, in Siracusa, Sicily, and is an instructor of literature at 
the Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory of Music in Milan. He has 
clone excellent translations of the classic Greek and Latin 
writers and of several of Shakespeare's tragedies. Since a 
comprehensive knowledge and understanding of Italian poli-
tics and of the man himself could determine the sign ificance 
of any leftist tendencies he may possess, we ignore this as 
irrelevant to our present study. Why did this man, then, above 
all others, receive the coveted award? 
The Nobel prize rendered homage to Quasimodo for his 
work in lyric poetry. To go directly to the poems in search of 
an explanation only adds to the general confusion. The works 
can be understood best by a consideration of the current trend 
in Italian literature. 
For centuries Italian literature had been rigidly regu-
lated by the immutable classic forms of meter and theme. By 
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the late nineteenth century, departures from the conYentional 
techniques were notable. History, moral lessons, and religion 
,vere no longer the dominant topics being presented in strict 
poetic patterns. 
The revolt against the classic concept of poetry reached 
a height early in the twentieth century. Both syntax and punc-
tuation were beginning to disappear. Poetry acquired a more 
familiar language to imply or suggest an emotional state 
rather than to describe anything explicitly. In 1916, Giuseppe 
Ungaretti showed the powerful effects that could be achieved 
with this new approach to the lyric, and critics labelled the 
movement that followed this demonstration e1·meticismo or 
hermeticism. The label itself explains the trend -the realm 
of magic, alchemy. 
Under Ungaretti and his followers, the lyric became an 
intimate effusion in which the poet alludes to a color, sug-
gests a state, or invokes memories of personal experiences. 
The word is the essential tool or medium. Words are no longer 
ufied to convey definite meaning; they are image-provokers. 
They are deprived of any oratorical purpose. Each word has 
a rebirth, a grand rena cence in which it is stripped of all 
common definitions and connotations revealing its original 
power- its essence. 
In this way, a poem is not made up of parts, each with 
its proper significance, but is an integral unit, an undissecta-
ble whole. It is not to be understood in practical terms, or 
studied, or explained, or analyzed. It is a composition of 
images reaching out to the reader's fancy to touch a nerve 
or to release a secret spring of feeling. It is not actually 
read; it is assimilated. 
From the desire to give a word all of its power come sev-
eral practices that distinguish the poetic art of the hermetics. 
The simplest techniques employed are the repetition of a sound 
and the partial or total abolition of punctuation. Syntax is 
completely ignored o that one phrase may have a multitude 
of interpretations, and each interpretation may be wholly 
acceptable. 
Slightly more complex is the use of a word with a mean-
ing that is peculiarly singular to the poet by \Yhom it is being 
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used. The poet does not strive to create a concrete picture or 
even one definable emotion. He reproduce a accurately as 
possible his own reaction to a certain situation or scene. Each 
individual reader is then left to experi nee a reaction to such 
stimulus, and the poet comes into being in a sl ightly differ-
ent way every time it is read. 
There i no pecific school of hermeticism, for the prin-
ciple of relative truth is the basis upon which the poet them-
selves work. Each poet . eeks and employs his own personal 
rhythm. Ungaretti base hi meter upon syllable . Quasimodo 
employs vibrants, and Montale emphasizes cadences. Thus we 
get a limited conception of the great variety of technique 
and resu ltant effects po sible when an hermetic appl'oached 
lyric poetry. 
Quasimodo has succeeded in producing poetry composed 
in a vibrant new language that captures human emotion at 
its origins with a resonant cia sic lyrici m. It was with hi s 
first volume of poetry published in 1932 that Quasimodo set 
aside the traditional techniques and themes of poetry, never 
to return to them again. The title of this first volume, Oboe 
sornmeTso, which can be translated roughly as S ubrne1·gecl 
Oboe, conveys the purpose of the works it contains a well 
as Quasimodo' subsequent works. The immediate impression 
is one of olemn sadness enveloped in the loneliness of life. 
The poem from ·which the \·olume der ives it title is r eplete 
with soft sounds and obscure phrases that have li ttle logical 
meaning in themselves, but that create an aura of deep and 
futile olitude. 
With a meager number of words Salvatore Quasimodo 
communicates a limitless wealth of thought that has as its ulti-
mate goal the inexorable destruction of all illusions. This is 
very effectively seen in his three-line poem, "Eel e subito sem." 
Ognuno sta solo sul cuo1· della t en·a 
tmjitto cla un raggio eli sole : 
eel e subito se1·a . 
The general pronoun ognuno, eve1·yone, by the very fact 
of its universality, makes the poem an intimate address to 
the person r eading its lines . The soft sibilants in the first two 
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verse create an atmosphere of calm exultation that is touched 
with bars of brilliance in the colorful vowels and doubled con-
sonants . The word t?·afitto, by its very construction, carries 
the full impact of the idea tmnsfixed, making the ray of sun 
_ mggio di sole - appear as a narrow shaft piercing the 
human whose feet are placed upon the heart of the earth-
sul cuor della ten·a. 
The colon brings both the eye and the mind to an abrupt 
halt. It is the masterful technique of the hermetic and makes 
a dramatic pause heavy with significance. Then come· the 
"moment of truth"- ed e subito sem. The sibilants in the 
concluding line are harsh and hiss in cruel irony. The reader 
suddenly r eali zes the thought of the whole poem; he realizes 
it, but he could never explain it or completely comprehend it. 
He envisions night and death- the death of the body, pos-
sibly even a suggestion of the death of the soul. But the ·e 
are fleeting images. The poem has invaded the reader's very 
being as a whole, and its truth remains felt but unknown. 
In translation, most of the effect is unfortunately lost, but 
the es ence comes through to haunt the reader. 
Each one stands alone on the heart of the earth 
transfixed by a ray from the sun: 
and suddenly it is nig-ht. 
In all of his lyric poetry, Quasimodo succeeds in combin-
ing the ardent and the sad in musical syllables. Poetry renews 
itself under the image of the Word, which, as Ungaretti says, 
is borne from the express tension to a fullness of significance, 
thus bringing about the miracle of the word in a world "resus-
citated in its original purity and splendid with the fullness 
of life." 
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Illumination in Pastel 
by Roland Furioso 
YOU IG Philip Delaney held the r evolver to his head, 
squeezed the trigger slightly, only to lose courage, and 
dropped the gun to the floor. 
"You coward, you," he thought to himself as he threw 
himself on the battered mohair sofa on the other side of the 
room. "You can't do a damn thing. Jot one thing! Write, talk, 
teach, end this life of yours- nothing!" With his left foot 
which dangled over the sofa, he kicked the end table violently, 
causing a great pile of papers to fall upon the floor : reams of 
paper; folios; manuscripts of plays; poetry; his nearly-com-
pleted novel ; short stories, some scribbled in an illegible hand, 
others typed on various sizes and shapes of paper. This was 
his life's work! Three years of writing; creating at a break-
neck speed! And all he had to show for it was a drawer full 
of rejection slips, a great number of debts, and an insatiable 
cle ire simply to drop dead. 
There was a knock at the door, followed by another. 
Delaney did not answer. A third knock. 
"Come in," yelled Delaney with a mi ·ture of disgust and 
violence in his voice. 
A fat, middle-aged man entered. It was Sid, a copy editor 
for a little publishing firm that specialized in bawdy paper-
backs. 
"Hi, Phil, ole fella," he aid in a very patronizing tone, 
"how' the writer-translator extraordinary? Still budding?" 
"Just wilted," retorted Phil without looking up. If he 
had looked, he could not have helped but see the blond who 
followed Sid into the room. "If you've come for any of the 
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money I owe you, Sid, you can leave now. I don't have a damn 
cent." 
"Oh, come on, buddy! This is a social call. See, I've even 
brought a friend along. This is Zelda." 
Phil drew his head from its buried position in the sofa 
pillows. He looked into the smiling face of a tall blond. 
"Hiya," she said provocatively. "Sid's told me lots about 
you, like you're a poet or something." 
Phil buried his face in the pillows again, mumbling a few 
well-chosen four-letter words which neither of his guests could 
make out. 
"Well, Zelda," said Sid, "we've got to pull this guy out 
of his mood. Get some glasses from the john over there and 
we'll have a drink." 
As Zelda strolled toward the door, she noticed the pistol 
on the floor near Phil's desk. "Does your friend always leave 
things like this lying around?" she asked Sid, nonchalantly 
picking it up. 
Sid sized up the situation immediately; Phil hadn't been 
doing well. His translations of Japanese poetry and plays had 
not been good, which accounted for his heavy drinking. Be-
sides this, Phil's own p1·ecieux writings had been rejected by 
every publishing house he sent them to. The gun, the scat-
tered manuscripts, the extreme mood of depression- all these 
worried Sid. After all, Phil was almost like a son to him. 
Hadn't he helped Phil through college? Hadn't he bailed him 
out of jail at least a dozen times? 
"Phil," said Sid almost pathetically, "don't tell me you 
tried to do yourself in. Things can't be as bad as all that, 
can they?" Phil pouted. "Answer me, will you? Things aren't 
that bad! Haven't I taken care of you in the past? Why 
couldn't you tell old Sid about your troubles, like in the old 
clays? If I helped you then, I can help you now." 
Phil lay still for a moment, then raised himself from his 
position on the sofa and looked Sid squarely in the eyes, and 
and nodded. "No, Sid, you can't." Phil noticed Sid's eyebrows 
raise in disapprobation. "Sid, I'm in a position where I am 
the only one who can do anything about it. You might have 
helped me before, but this time, I have to do it myself." Phil 
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cast his eyes to the floor and continued . " I've gotten as far a 
I ha,·e becau e of you. You've pulled strings to get my trans-
lations published. You've encouraged me to write like no one 
else I know. But let's face it, Sid, I'm not a writer. I don't 
have what it takes." In despair, Phil threw himself upon the 
sofa again. 
"Just listen to this guy, Zelda. He says he can't write. 
The hell he can't. He's got real talent!" 
"Talent, hell," murmured Phil. He turned over on hi 
back. "All it takes nowadays is sex and violence. Well, there's 
a little more to writing than that!" 
"So what' wrong with sex," Zelda asked coyly. 
" ot a thing," Phil answered . "Only why does everything 
have to emphasize sex? Even this Japanese that I am trans-
lating implies it." 
Zelda poured three drinks. Sid didn't touch his - he was 
more concerned with convincing Phi l of his creative talent. 
Wandering over to Phil' desk, Zelda brushed away the 
stale cracker crumbs and the empty, moldy cheese bottles, and 
picked up one of the Japanese scrolls which lay on the book-
shelf over the desk. She took one of the sheets which was 
inside and read it. 
Now to meet only in dreams 
Bi Lterly seeking 
Starting from . Jeep 
Groping in the dark 
W ith hands that touch nothing 
"That is beautiful," she thought, smiling. "Simple and 
tender, yet vivid." It wasn't f ull of sex as Delaney had im-
plied. "Excuse me, boys," she said to P hil and Sid, who were 
becomi ng rather loud and violent in their discussion . "I like 
this poem." 
"So what?" Phil said sar castically. "You'r e interrupting 
us !" 
"So I like t he poem," she r etorted. "Is it one of yours?" 
she asked , knowing very well that it was one of his t r ansla-
t ions. 
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" o," answered Phil, irritatedly. "It's Japanese; seven-
teenth century, I think." 
"Too bad it isn't modern," said Zelda. "I'd even buy orne-
thing like this. It's short and sweet. As for the sex in it, 
well .. . " 
"Just what do you know about poetry?" interrupted Phil 
with a tone of superiority. 
"I lmow what I like," she answered. "And I like this 
. tuff." Then she added in an attempt to be cutting, "Maybe 
if you'd write something like this, you could sell it." 
Phil made no attempt to answer. Instead he buried his 
face into the sofa pillows again. Zelda continued to read the 
translations. Sid, who had remained silent, was weighing the 
wi dom of Zelda's last words. It was a good idea! Why not? 
After all, wasn't Japanese food and movies, furniture and 
painting popular in the States? There was a call for trans-
lated poetry and plays. Even Phil knew that. Why not strike 
out the middle man and just write some poetry of their own? 
It would sell if it had enough publicity and proper appeal. 
"Phil," shouted Sid with excitement, "that's it! That's it, 
kid!" He threw up his arms, ran across the room to Zelda and 
hugged her. "Baby, those were the wisest words ever to come 
f rom that mouth of yours." Phil remained silent, almost as 
if disgusted . "Listen, Phil," continued Sid, "isn't it true that 
there's a definite trend to Oriental things nowadays? Well, 
why not cash in on it? Why not write like this guy? You 
could do it, couldn't you?" 
Phil remained silent for a while. Then he spoke. "Yes, 
I could; but I won't." 
"Phil, give it a try," pleaded Sid. 
"Listen, both of you. I write like Philip Delaney, not like 
some slant-eyed . .. " His words drifted into mumbles as he 
again placed his head among the sofa pillows. 
Zelda said nothing. Instead, she walked over to the pile 
of manuscripts and shuffled among them until she found what 
she was looking for. "I want to see what kind of poetry you 
write. It probably can't hold a candle to the Japanese I just 
read. Pretty long, isn't it," she asserted as she leafed through 
one of the manuscripts. 
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"All his poetry runs several thousand lines," stated Sid. 
Zelda started to read to herself. After a moment she 
stopped . "Who are all these people yo u're talking about in this 
thing? It sound like a line-up for a circus." 
"What?" shouted Phil, astounded. "A line-up for a circus! 
You idiot, those are Greek gods I'm invoking!" 
"Well, honey," she said sympathetically, "you'll just have 
to revoke a few of them if you ever expect to sell any of this 
stuff." 
"She's right, Phil," agreed Sid. "The stuff you write 
might appeal to just a few, but if you want to sell it you 
can't get too high-sounding and classical. " 
"Well, I guess the only thing to do is to change. Right?" 
asked Zelda. 
"She's right, Phil," agreed Sid . 
Phil didn't say a word. 
"Maybe even write like .. . like one of those Orientals," 
said Zelda, as she toyed with the manscript of Phil's poetry, 
which she returned with a toss to the pile. "You might even 
be able to sell it," she added as a final pique. 
Phil made no answer. He seemed exasperated. 
"Aw, come on, Phil," coaxed Sid, knowing that Phil liked 
to be babied. 
" o !" Phil tated emphatically. "I write like Philip De-
laney, not like some slant-eyed ... " His words drifted off into 
a murmur. 
At Sid's direction, Zelda, too, began to coax Phil with 
coos and purrs. "He's giving in," Sid thought. 
Finally, Phil relented, saying that he'd give it a try. He 
went to his desk and awaited inspiration. 
Within a few hours, things were coming along well. Zelda 
lay on the couch asleep; Sid and Phil were still at the desk 
working on the seventy-fifth "poem." 
By midnight, with the completion of t he one-hundredth 
poem, P hil decided that his inspiration had ceased, that 
enough poems had been written, and f urther , that he wanted 
to go to bed. 
"But now you've got to find a name," Sid asser ted when 
the t ime was right. So Phil wrung one last inspiration from 
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himself and christened the collection Pastel Illuminations. 
"I'll type these up for you, Phil. Go on to bed. I'll take 
them up to my boss in the morning. He'll go for these; it'll 
add a little class to his publications. These poems have class!" 
The next morning when Phil awoke; Sid had already left. 
He and Zelda sat on the sofa drinking coffee she had made. 
"Do you really think he'll sell them?" Phil asked in a sincere 
tone. 
"Probably," she answered. "Sid knows pretty well what 
his publisher likes. You can trust Sid's judgment." 
Phil went to the desk and pick€d up the manuscript of 
his newly created volume of verse. He read a few lines aloud, 
then thought to himself with a feeling of self-satisfaction, 
"Yes, they probably will sell." 
Sid returned about ten o'clock. He rushed in, completely 
out of breath. "Phil!" he shouted as he burst in the door. 
"Phil, the boss said he'd publish them. It took a little coaxing, 
but he took them!" Sid smiled, then broke into a deep belly 
laugh. "Kid, we did it again. You're in!" 
Phil was in. Just as before, Sid had pulled the strings. 
Sid, not Phil, had done it again. Phil realized this immediately, 
but did not wish to fight any longer. He submitted. 
The first edition of Pastel Illuminations, amounting to sev-
eral hundred copies, was sold out within a week. Demand for 
the book became so great that Sid's publisher was forced to 
sell his publishing rights to a large West Coast firm that had 
the facilities to keep up with public demand. Recognition had 
finally come. Soon letters of congratulations came, as well as 
letters of admiration. 
Critics called Phil for interviews. This is what he came 
to want. He was this far; why not get more involved? 
Sid became his manager and ananged a large press con-
ference with a numbel" of important critics from the various 
magazines, reviews and quarterlies. 
"We've got to give these critics something more to talk 
about, Phil," said Sid. "We've got to give them atmosphere." 
"How?" asked Phil. 
"You've got to keep them fooled. They pl"obably think 
you're a geniu , so you got to keep them thinking that. This 
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is what we'll do. Any question they ask you, don't answer di-
rectly. Give them the same answer to every question. Some-
thing real abstract; something they won't know about and 
that they'd be afraid to ask you about. o one want to show 
their ignorance, do they?" a ked Sid. 
Phil agreed. Again he'd have to think- an abstract an-
swer that really doe n't need to make sense- something 
none of them would understand. Again Phil did not fail him-
self. 
"I have it, Sid," he shouted. "I'll do it like this : if they 
ask me a question, I'll say 'I beg your pardon, but haven't you 
ever had a hyper-phenonomological experience?'" 
"That's great," aid Sid with a laugh. Even he did not 
care to ask what this phrase meant for fear of showing hi 
ignorance. "You'll really fix them with that, kid. You really 
will!" 
Sid did things up in a big way by having the interview 
catered by one of the best catering services in the city . All the 
food and drinks were to be Oriental. The critics arrived . Phil 
was clad in a very somber costume, similar to those worn by 
Buddhist monks . He puffed silently on a long clay pipe as he 
was questioned by the critics . He would wait a moment before 
answering, then very slowly he would draw the pipe from his 
mouth, and with a very affected air would ask, "I beg your 
pardon, sir; but haven't you ever had a hyper- phenomono-
logical experience?" 
The critics were a tounded; they looked at one another. 
What could they do but smile and look impressed? In search 
for words to match those of Delaney, they could only com-
ment: "amazing" or "remarkable." 
This continued throughout the evening. They were raving 
with praise for Pastel Illuminations, and even more so for 
Philip Delaney. 
An obe e matron from one of the national ladies maga-
zines took Delaney by the hand, and with a heavy scent of 
sake on her breath whispered, " 1y dear Mr. Delaney, such 
depth into the abstractions of this univer e are reached only 
once in a millennium." 
"Yes, madame," Phil said mysteriously, "I agree. I can 
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also see that you, too, have had a hyper-phenomonological 
experience." 
This thrilled the old lady. 
Another critic, a young man from one of the avant-ga1·de 
reviews, winked at Delaney and commented, "Delaney, man, 
this stuff of yours is like the most!" 
Delaney leaned toward the young man and in a whisper 
confided, "No. A mere hyper-phenomonological experience ... " 
The others pressed forward in a futile attempt to hear what 
words of knowledge were being imparted by this astounding 
new sage. 
Similar incidents occurred frequently throughout the eve-
ning. The critics showered congratulations and best wishes on 
Delaney. The remainder of the evening was filled with the 
ordinary flattery that is paid to celebrities. Certainly if Philip 
Delaney were not a national literary celebrity now, he was 
bound to be one within a week after the reviews of his poetry 
were published. 
After the last critic had departed, Sid, a little intoxicated 
from too much Japanese red wine, came up to Phil, offering 
him congratulations. "Phil, ole buddy," he breathed heavily, 
"we've really put one over on them. We really fooled them, 
didn't we?" 
Very somberly, Phil turned to the fat, little man and 
looked squarely into the blood-shot eyes. Even more slowly 
did he remove the clay pipe from his mouth, blew the smoke 
from the side of his lips, and asked Sid in an arrogant, almost 
vindictive, tone, "I beg your pardon, Sidney, but ha\·en't you 
ever had a hyper-phenomonological experience?" 
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A Profile 
by Paul Fleury 
T HE stifling heat added to his discomfort as the young in-
structor at Columbia University self-consciously hurried 
down the street one day in 1927. The thought of the invita-
tion he had received from the Dean of the Yale Law School 
had aroused his anxiety as well as his curiosity. The eminent 
dean, of whom he had scarcely heard, had apparently taken 
some interest in an article he had written touching the law 
of evidence. The twenty-four-year-old philosopher recognized 
the opportunity of the dean's invitation and wanted to make 
the best possible impression on the old gentleman. He had 
donned his most sedate black suit and hat, hoping to please 
the man he was going to see, though his ultra-conservative 
attire caused him to feel quite out of place as he walked among 
staring crowds heavily dotted with sport-shirt-clad observers. 
After scrutinizing his appearance a last time upon his 
arrival at the dean's house, he warily rang the door bell and 
was soon greeted to his astonishment by a tall, young man 
wearing tennis flannels. In a voice that must have revealed his 
surprise, the visitor inquired, "Is Dean Hutchins in?" 
"I'm Hutchins," replied the casually-clad figure at the 
door. "Come in and tell me what you know about the law of 
evidence." 
Thus did Mortimer Adler meet Robert Maynard Hutchins. 
Hutchins was not the type of man Adler had expected to meet, 
nor was he the type of man the educational world expected to 
meet when, in 1929, it was announced that the University of 
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Chicago was to have a new president. 
The young Hutchins, upon his arrival at Chicago, received 
all sorts of receptions. Some of those whom he initially en-
countered were curious; some were enthusiastic; many were 
skeptical; a few were simply rude. Because he was only thirty 
years old and becau e of defmiie and unconventional idea 
on education, he was soon dubbed the "Boy Wonder" of Chi-
cago, a t it le which is still used occasionally to describe him. 
Robert Maynard Hutchins, a college president who looked 
more like a student than a member of the administration, was 
fu ll of youthful idealism and impatience. He detested the 
American educational system and epitomized his views on the 
subject with statements like: "An American university will 
teach anything which will attract philanthropy and student 
fees ." To change the deplorable state of higher education in 
the United States, he had specific plans, which he was anxious 
to put into operation. And he saw in the University of Chicago 
a perfect laboratory in which to test his reforms. There he 
worked feverishly to bring thought and content back to 
American education. Once asked why he was in such a h urry 
to reform things, he replied, "No successful college president 
ever did anything to a school after ftve years." But Robert 
Hutchins seemed to think that even five years was too long a 
t ime, as he introduced reform after reform at Chicago in his 
vigorous campaign to make it a great university. 
The young educator's impatience is well illustrated by 
this story : During t he 1920s the Rockefeller Foundation fund 
for the aid of talented young men was under the direction of 
Abraham Flexner. Having heard of Hutchins- then a prom-
ising grad uate student- F lexner offered him $10,000 so he 
could take a few years off to read, meditate, and generally 
grow in wisdom. But Hutchins, anxious to begin his career in 
earnest, r efused t he offer. A few years later, after he had be-
come president of the University of Chicago, Hutchins, we 
are told, encounter ed Flexner at a luncheon and smugly as-
serted, " If I'd taken your t en t housand, I wouldn't be presi-
dent of the univer sity." 
"Maybe not," Flexner quietly retorted. "But you would 
have been prepared to be." 
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Even Hutchins' corre pondence reflects impatience and a 
eli taste for time-con uming details. Typical of his letters is 
this one : 
Dear Flash, 
I do. 
Sincerely yours . .. 
Similarly impatient with inter-office communication, he 
often used to scribble over memorandums such phrases as, 
"Stop bothering me," or more simply, "Nut ." 
He abominated the refusal to think and often countered 
a student's poor answer in the "Great Books" course he once 
taught at Chicago with a cold look through spectacles drawn 
to the tip of his nose and a spine-chilling, "That's lousy!" 
As a youth Hutchins was very intelligent and, since he 
came from a family of educators, pos essed a devouring curi-
osity. With such intellectual drive and ability, it is not strange 
that Robert Hutchins wanted to do more than merely assimi-
late knowledge; he wanted to become truly educated. With 
this as his goal he studied and thought; he perceived and dis-
criminated. And in the process of his education he encoun-
tered the ideas of many great philosophers- notably Aris-
totle, Socrates and Aquinas. Influenced by the logic in the 
arguments of such men, he adopted many of their ideas as 
his own guiding principles. 
Such study gave Hutchins a love for philosophy. He be-
came so convinced of the power of ideas that he soon earned 
the appropriate title, "The Crusading Metaphysician," con-
fen·ed upon him by Maxine Greene. Unlike many idealists, 
Hutchin was neither only half sure of his position nor silent 
about his views. He saw in metaphysics the basic means to 
the acquisition of a true education, one consisting in a unified 
and correctly-correlated view of the univer e. In fact, he ex-
pounded so strongly his devotion to metaphysics and his argu-
ments and ideas were so like those of St. Thomas Aquinas 
that he seemed on the verge of embracing Catholicism. How-
ever, he was not then and has not since been converted to 
Catholocism. He was concerned much more with the intellect 
than with the soul. And while he did believe in an imper-
sonal sort of Supreme Being, by far his most compelling belief 
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was that education's primary goal consists in providing the 
student with the correct manner of seeking the truth and 
discovering the correct view of life. While few modern educa-
tors argued against his conceptual definition of education, 
many criticized him vigorously for attempting to put his pro-
found theories into practice in America's dominantly prag-
matic society. 
Disregarding criticism and strong opposition, Robert 
Hutchins continued his crusades, using Chicago as his base of 
operations. He fought to make the University of Chicago an 
ideal university, one where thought would really be stimu-
lated and a student's progress would be measured in terms 
of intellectual achievement, not by time spent in school. Tim e 
magazine sums up the Hutchins-stimulated conflict at the uni-
versity with this statement: "In the battle of Facts vs. Ideas, 
Educator Hutchins has taken the side of ideas." 
While he achieved a degree of success in his attempt to 
transform Chicago, he did so almost alone and at a cost most 
men would have considered too dear. He became generally un-
popular among his colleagues, many of whom termed him re-
actionary. He was referred to by some Chicago alumni as a 
dangerous radical. And members of his faculty- many of 
whom were decades older than Hutchins - accused him of 
being a "dictatorial whippersnapper." Reaction to the whirl-
wind rehrms of Hutchins ·was seen this way by Tirne maga-
zine: "Smart, handsome, charming, a crack money raiser, 
Hutchins appeared headed for an undisputed place as all-time 
All-American college president until he soured his faculty by 
trying to remake Chicago on a medieval pattern." But H. S. 
Canby attacked him from a different direction : "Mr. Hutchins 
is not medieval, his inaccurate description of the medieval uni-
versity proves he is thinking of an ideal for the future rather 
than any fact of the past." 
Through similar and often much more caustic criticism, 
Hutchins refu ed to alter his position, displaying admirable 
courage in fighting for his ideals. Because there were few 
willing to help him, he soon became a veritable one-man com-
mittee for the propagation of true education at Chicago, and 
indeed in America. Since an educational institution must have 
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money and since Hutchins held a high administrative position 
at Chicago, it is not surprising that he should turn his talents 
toward raising funds for the university and for the perpetua-
tion of his own reforms. As a fund raiser, he was extremely 
successful. Possessing a vibrant, energetic drive for whatever 
he desired, Robert Hutchins exploited his gifts fully to gain 
fund s for his various projects. We are told, again by Tim e, 
that " In his baggy Brooks Brothers suit and gay cravats, he 
could charm Chicago hostesses when he wanted to . But he was 
also impressively flip." People were sometimes offended, some-
times intrigued by his frankness and wit. But, as . Cousins, 
an editor for the Satu1·day Review of Literature, put it, 
"Many observers who are appalled at what Hutchins says fre-
quently find themselves applauding what Hutchins does." 
Nevertheless, Hutchins' formula for fund raising was as effec-
tive as it was simple, "Get the project under way, demon-
strate its usefulness and then put the bite on the donors." 
Hutchins used the money he raised only for those endeavors 
he deemed worthy of university support, censuring other 
activities with statements like : "Football , fraternities and fun 
were designed to make a college education palatable for those 
who shouldn't be there ." He was as generous in educational 
expenditures as he was parsimonious toward extra-intellectual 
projects. During the depression of the 1930s, he kept faculty 
salaries the same (because he believed that teachers should 
have no financial worries) but cut those of people in adminis-
trative positions, including his own. 
Aside from raising money, Hutchins, as Chicago's chan-
cellor, did much for the field of experimental science. For it 
was under his administration that the work in atomic physics 
which led eventually to the atomic bomb was performed. In 
fact of Hutchins it was written that "If a poll were taken 
among American scientists ... as to which single person is 
contributing most today [1948] to the advancement of sci-
ence in America, it is at least a fair bet that the winner would 
be . .. Chancellor Hutchins." 
Hutchins had discovered early in life those goals which 
he deemed worthy. And within a short time after his discov-
eries, Hutchins -like many young idealists- probably saw 
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the world as a huge Augean stable, which he would purge 
with the waters of intellectual enlightenment and educational 
reform. But as he came into contact with more people, he real-
ized that the task was not so easy as he had anticipated. He 
became quite impatient with intellectually and morally indif-
ferent people, and the more of American education he saw, the 
more indifference he encountered. And so gradually the bril-
liant "Boy Wonder" was transformed from an enthusiastic 
and wide-eyed youth to a man who was so sure he was right 
that he began to scorn almost anything and anyone that rep-
resented a conflict with his ideals. The opinion of the majority 
became less and less important to Robert Hutchins until 
finally he had assumed an attitude reflected by this statement: 
"I do not think it is of the slightest importance what the ma-
jority in Osceola or Dean Coon Hollow think they want from 
a standpoint of the advice we should give them as to the kind 
of education they should have." This statement also serves to 
indicate what Hutchins thinks is the major threat to Amer-
ica: the mass lack of intellectual interest and a pre-occupation 
with social conformity. 
It is indeed true that indifference is among the most diffi-
cult diseases to cure. Yet it was just this disease that Hutch-
ins had to subdue. As the battle proceeded more slowly than 
he had anticipated, and as Hutchins found less hearty recep-
tion of his proposals than he either expected or desired, he 
felt forced to find some new, effective weapon that would 
speed his victory. And it was in sardonicism that he found 
just such a weapon. He soon discovered that adopting an air 
of aloofness and witty certitude, of pre-occupation with ab-
stract ideas, of distaste for trivia, not only penetrated the fog 
of indifference in many quarters but in addition did much to 
enhance the almost legendary aura that had begun to envelop 
him as Chicago's president. 
For at the University of Chicago he as ociated with the 
faculty and students only when circumstances demanded such 
ass0ciation . The Reade1·'s Digest tells us that his "manner 
with them [students] collectively is sardonic ... individually 
... friendly disdain." His self-imposed isolation and absence 
from university functions as well as his dramatically infre-
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quent appearances on the campus made him seem an almo t 
mythical character to many undergraduates. As one student 
put it when informed of Hutchins' resignation from Chicago 
in 1951, "The glory has departed." 
Indeed sardonicism became so much a part of Robert 
Hutchins that it could almost be called the very key to his per-
sonality. In fact, the opinion he holds of a man, idea or insti-
tution may be inferred from the degree of sardonicism with 
which he treats the particular obj ect or idea. He scorns what-
ever he finds to be incorrect or incongruous, treating it in a 
manner "cleverly articulate, pungently brief and unapologeti-
cally bold." His writings are "heavily touched with the face-
tiou '>" !Ju t exhibit an "almost exclusi,•e de,·otion to log ic." 
Though his sardoni c attitude was not particularly notice-
able in his yo uth - for sardonicism to be effective requires a 
righteous certitude that could only come from a degree of 
expo ure to the world- Hutch ins' position regarding other 
people was nonetheless aloof. Perhaps this r esulted partially 
from his firm insistence on maintaining his individuality. But 
whatever the r eason, he has never had a really close friend, 
though Mortimer Adler was his mo t proximate intellectual 
a sociate. Perhaps Hutchins never consciously felt the need 
for comr ade. hip and a means to sha ring feel ing ·, experiences, 
hopes and fears. But it seems that eYery man experiences this 
need in some degree at some time or other in his life. Yet 
Robert Hutchins has built about him elf such a hell of self-
imagined superiority that he is frequently accus d of being 
incapable of friendship and of handling people in specific 
ituations. The lack of clo e friends in his life is insignificant 
in that it indicate that Hutchins was not only a lone cru-
sader; he was lonely in spirit as well. 
Since his sardonic attitude led him to see many things 
almost exclusively in term of himself and his world of ideas, 
it shou ld be expected that Hutchins should become vain, as 
he has, to a readily perceptible degree. Regarding his personal 
qua litie . Time magazine described him as "supr emely self-
conftdent." Whereas Dwight Macdonald was less charitable: 
" . . . in Dr. Hutchin ' bright lexicon there i no such word as 
humility." 
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Of cour se, it is understandable that men of talent should 
be aware of their abilities and thankful for their gifts. But it 
seems that Hutchins sometimes places his own accomplish-
ments and importance on too high a level. In typical Hutchin-
ese he once quipped, "There are two ways to have a great uni-
versity. It must either have a great football team or a great 
pre ident." In 1939 Robert Hutchins abolished intercollegiate 
football at the University of Chicago. Now Hutchins' endeav-
ors as pre ident at Chicago \Yere numerous, ambitious, often 
successful and more often controversial. But his wise-cracking 
comments on the results of his influence at the university 
often make him seem less intelligent than he is. Commenting 
on the worth of Chicago, he once quixotically remarked, "Com-
pared with the University of Chicago, Yale is a boy's finish-
ing school." 
Though professedly wary of publicity, Hutchins often 
exhibits in many of his actions a strong desire to be noticed 
and an almo t professional flair for the dramatic. The New 
Y orkc1· sees Hutchins as a man who obviously enjoys being a 
controversial figure of maximum visibility and one who likes 
"to tread on dignified toe , seldom producing the soft word 
that turneth away wrath." In his defenses of the Fund for the 
Republic he almost seems to be looking for fight in which to 
di play his brilliant ability as a conversationalist and debater. 
Yet de pite his obvious intelligence and enviable educa-
tion, Robert Hutch ins, now 60, still seem sophomoric to some 
observers. While the criticisms of those who condemn h im 
for over-emphasizing the ideal are largely bia ed and usually 
worthless, the evidence for his immaturity deserves closer 
consideration, for it appears to have some basis in fact . 
A man naturally gifted with a sharp wit who takes de-
light in the effect he can achieve by somtimes being mildly 
ensational, Hutchins in the eyes of many of his contemporar-
ies is but an obnoxious wise-cracker. Let us consider one of 
Hutchins' statements which seems to lend support to such a 
view. In reply to a query regarding the University of Chicago, 
he announced, "The faculty doesn't amount to much, but the 
students and the president are gr eat." In the light of this 
quip and others like it, all of which are definitely out of char-
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acter for the president of a university or the top administra-
tor of a philanthropic fund, it is not incredible Dwight Mac-
donald would be prompted to assert that Hutchins' entire 
career "can be described as that of a bright young sophomore ( 
who became a college president without ever ceasing to be a 
sophomore." 
Perhaps this is too harsh a statement, for it condemns 
Hutchins as being immature in every aspect of his develop-
ment. And, as his ideas on education alone demonstrate, such 
a general condemnation is hardly warranted. However, on the 
rare occasion when Hutchins abandons his forcedly-witty for-
mat and does make a serious-sounding public statement, he 
often exhibits a tendency toward childish false modesty. Con-
sider his statement: "It is not that I know much about edu-
cation, it's that I know nothing else." Statements such as 
that just cited puzzle those who know Hutchins' disdain for 
conformity, since false modesty is related to conformity in 
that it is an attempt to reduce one's accomplishments and 
abilities to a level equal to those of the "average" man. 
Also puzzling is Hutchins' stand on Communism. His re-
fusal to become noticeably alarmed about the threat the Com-
munist Party is popularly supposed to represent to the exist-
ence of America. His similiarly unconventional refusal to con-
demn a man totally for adhering to Communistic beliefs have 
resulted in his being accused of intellectual delusion and mis-
guided liberal thinking. In 1949 Hutchins told an Illinois legis-
lative committee when asked what he thought of the Commu-
nist Party's threat to the United States, "I am not instructed 
on the ubject." To which Macdonald wrote in reply that it 
might be better- because of Hutchins' position in the Ford 
Foundation- if he were instructed "say to the high school 
level." To l\Iacdonald and to others Hutchins' disconcern with 
Communism indicates an appalling tendency toward immature 
delusion and refusal to accept reality. But perhaps Hutchins 
is more realistic than even his critics . For to him the greatest 
force threatening the existence of America would seem to be 
not Communism, but rather anti-intellectualism. Because it is 
difficult to convince intellectually indifferent people that they 
are intellectually indifferent, Hutchin ' ideas are often misin-
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terpreted (sometimes deliberately). And he has been called-
because of his apparent acquiescence regarding Communism 
- a "trigger-tongued zealot who misunder tood what he was 
fighting for" and a "well-heeled fool who was doing civil rights 
more harm than good." 
In the face of such caustic criticism Hutchins feels he is 
forced to resort to his favorite w apon, sardonicism. He has 
found that when a ll else fails as a means to convince or de-
fend, the quick assumption of an icy, sardonic air serves as an 
adequate protection against the blasts of his c:ritics. But just 
as sardonicism seems to afford Ilutchin a means of defense 
and escape, so also does it afford for many of his antagonists 
a basis upon which to build their assertions of his immaturity. 
Whether or not men like Macdonald really deem Hutchins im-
mature, or whether they merely claim immaturity a his sali-
ent flaw so as to render Hutchins' opposition to their own 
views on Communism and other points of conflict less effective 
is a rather debata!Jie matter. But the fact remains that there 
is at least a trace of prejudice present in such men's evalua-
tions of Hutchins. Therefore such evaluations mu t be con-
sidered only as opinions. 
With a man like Robert Hutchins, whose youth was so 
brilliant, a reluctance to grow old i quite understandable. And 
though he is over sixty years old, his per sonal appearance be-
lies his age; for he dres es now almost exactly as he did thirty 
years ago, sporting a bright bow tie and double-breasted suit, 
parting his hair in the middle and di playing a tall, trim phy-
sique that would do credit to a man of for ty . Yet with Hutch-
ins, as with many people, his personal appearance reflects cer-
tain facets of his personality. Just as his youthful attire 
alludes to his still dynamic attitude toward life, so also does 
his graying hair and lined face sugge t that he i experienc-
ing a mellowing brought on by his many years and experi-
ences. 
This mellowing is evidenced in his present attitude to-
ward life; for while he religiously adheres to all the ideals he 
adopted in his youth, he now seems more aware of the need 
for patience and i less severe in the propagation of his many 
reforms. 
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Apparently unafl'cdcd when divorced by his first wife, 
Maude Phelps McVeigh, in 1948, he remarried within a year. 
His second and present wife, the former Vesta Sutton Orlick, 
nineteen years his junior, seems to have been a major factor 
influencing the change in Hutchin ·'attitude. It is indeed likely 
that she has filled the need for love and companionship in him 
that he himself may have scarcely recognized . Since his second 
marriage, Hutchins has admitted an affinity for such " un-
Thomistic" things as cheese and cucumbers and fishing (after 
years of avowed disdain for phy ical endeavor of any sort). 
Hutchins has summed up his reactions to his new wife in typi-
cal fashion. His latest recorded comment on the topic of mar-
riage: "I think I'll try it every year." 
Of course, Robert Maynard Hutchins has not been imme-
diately transformed from a sardonic and intellectual crusader 
into a cucumber-con uming playboy. But a change in his per-
sonality is evident, and to many such a change is indeed wel-
come and refreshing. While he is still an active crusader-
current projects include the promotion of adult education and 
the synthesis of a giant index of all the "Great Books"- the 
sardonicism that has been his most salient personal trait for 
so many years is slowly abating. And where there was once 
scathing criticism of anything he considered out of order, 
there is now an attempt to correct, tempered with a hereto-
fore ab ent degree of patience. The very fact that he appar-
ently has begun to realize the value and nece sity of patience 
is the key to the per onality of the Robert Maynard Hutchins 
of today. Thu · we may soon see the transformation completed. 
And Hutchins himself may someday be surprised to find that 
what he could not do as the educational world's prodigal son, 
ho will accomplish satisfactorily in his new and sti ll-develop-
ing role a a paternal director. He may find that the many 
Americans suffering .from the disease of indifference will more 
readi ly be served by a consulting physician with a background 
of impres ive cures than they would be by the sardonic interne 
of the 19~0s. 
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How immaterial are material things .... 
These pasteboard tokens of a world within 
(And over, in-us-all); Aye, smash these trif1ings, 
Tear the mask- not Ahab-like, but win 
The world by violence of stroke akin 
To surgeon's studied wounding of the f1esh 
Surrendered now to stillness and heart's din. 
This pilgrim soul in manacled afresh 
When tombs are built before we comprehend the creche. 
SMD 
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